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Mary's Updates
Amazon is doing a Christmas Kindle
special on 15 Ways to Grow Your
Business in Every Economy, just $2.99
until December 31, 2011! Get your copy
now to start off your 2012 right!
Hop here to purchase your copy. Happy
New Year!

This is a great time to set new goals and
resolutions for your business. Unlike our
personal resolutions that may involve dropping
a few pounds or organizing the garage,
following through (or failing to follow through)
with business resolutions can have a major
impact on your organization. Please consider
one of the following resolutions and how it
might work for you. Join me on LinkedIn or
Facebook and let’s discuss how resolutions
can help grow your business in 2012.
1) Design SMART goals for 2012. SMART
goals
are: Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant,
and Timely. “Increase profits” is not specific.
Instead, a SMART Goal would be phrased
“Gain one new client per month/quarter by the
end of 2012.” Your goals should be broken
down into smaller daily, weekly, or monthly
goals to help keep you on track. Then post your
goals where you can see them. When your
goals are written down and visible, you
subconsciously start working on them. It’s okay
to reevaluate your goals if your goal is either
easily attained or not feasible. When you reach
a goal, make sure to take time to celebrate the
success.
2) Make planning a regular event. Planning
is an important aspect of growing your
business and finding balance between your
home and work life. Whether at the beginning
or end of your day, take 10 or 15 minutes to
organize your desk and write your daily goals
and todo list. It ensure that you won’t forget
something important and increases the
likelihood that you’ll accomplish that task.
(There is a free Productivity ToDo List
download here which I use everyday. I punch
holes in them and keep them in a three ring
binder.) Make a plan once a week to regularly
review your marketing, business, and financial
plans.
3) Use what works, drop what
doesn’t. Find technology that works for you
and invest in what fits your needs. Do you
appreciate the “ding” of an electronic reminder,
or do you get satisfaction of taking a pen to

Mary's Book of the Month

TouchPoints: Creating Powerful
Leadership Connections in the
Smallest of Moments
by Douglas Conant and Mette Norgaard
The authors address what many people
attribute as charisma to define how
leadership is a series of hundreds and
thousands of short contact moments
with others. A TouchPoint happens any
time two or more people get together.
The authors purport that these meetings
in hallways, stopping by the office, and
conversations at the coffee pot are
where a great deal of real work is
accomplished. They advise leaders that
every time there is contact with another
person, it is an opportunity for a
TouchPoint, and that leaders should be
as prepared for these moments as they
would for large, planned meetings.
Junior managers may be intrigued by
the introspective questions posed in the
book. Being successful with TouchPoints
is about being alert to what is really
going on in the workplace, to think
abundantly rather than from scarcity, to

paper and to draft your message? Figure out
what works for you and embrace it. There are
many new applications available for your
computer, tablet, or phone that help you be
more productive and many of them are free.
Along the same lines, if a piece of technology
or equipment is holding you back – find ways to
improve it or replace it. Perhaps you’ve been
paying for a service you don’t use or simply
don’t know how to use. Either learn how to use
it or discontinue it.

be authentically passionate about
leading people, and to have the broad
range skills that allow you as a leader to
be adaptable.

If an aspect of your business plan or sales
technique isn’t working for you – change it.
Remember that your time (and your
employees’) time is valuable, and having
technology or processes that are ineffective
reflects on your company to your employees
and customers.
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4) Decide to delegate. Many business
owners and leaders feel that they need to do all
the things associated with their business or
department. If you’re overwhelmed, find ways
to delegate or outsource what you can.
Whether that means bringing in someone part
time, assigning tasks to current staff, or
seeking project specific contracts to lessen
your workload, hiring others to help your
business grow is smart. It make take you three
hours to figure out how to change something
on your website, while an expert may take just
mintes. Save yourself time and frustration –
hire great people to do what they do best so
that you can do what you do best.
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5) Learn something new. Resolve to learn
something everyday. Now is the perfect time for
professional and personal development. Read
a business book. Listen to an audio book.
Peruse business summaries. Get smarter to
advance yourself and your business. Perhaps
taking a course on a specific software
application or a speech class would make you
feel more efficient and confident at work.
Similarly, encourage your coworkers and
employees to enhance themselves
professionally. This benefits them and
increases your company’s productivity.
6) Join a new business organization or
networking group. Consider joining or
becoming more involved in professional
organizations relevant to your business and
career goals. Online communities through
LinkedIn can be very effective. Inperson
networking groups such as Chambers of
Commerce, associations, or alumni groups
allow you to exchange ideas with other
professionals to find new opportunities.
Building these relationships also provides
avenues for accountability – if you tell people
you are training to climb Pikes Peak or that
starting a newsletter, chances are you will be
more committed to your resolutions.
Increase social capital. Social Capital is why
people live in communities. Communities with
strong social capital tend to be more
prsoperous, more resilient, and develop better

Twitter and Social Media
Here are Facebook codes for sending
bold and underlined text in Facebook
chat.

whatever you type between * *
(two stars ) will automatically
turns into bold.
Example : You writeI *really*
mean it.Turns toI really mean it.

Whatever you type between _ _
(two underscores) will
automatically turns into
underlined text
Example: You write
I really _mean_ it.Turns toI really
mean it.
For writing Bold+Underline
Whatever you type between *_
_* will automatically turns into
Bold+Underline
Example:
You *_mean_* it?Turns intoYou
mean it?

To see what Mary is
saying on Twitter, click
here.
Click here to connect
with Mary on LinkedIn.
Get to know Mary on
Facebook.

Become Mary's Fan on
Facebook!

Check out Mary's blog here.
Pet Tip:

educated children. What contributes to social
capital? People who work to build a strong
commnuity. Pitch in. Volunteer. Join your local
community centers, churches, and chambers.
Coach Little League or be scout leader. Walk
for cancer or Alzheimer’s, or visit an
Alzheimer’s patient. Monetary donations help,
but communities also need time and talent. Be
involved. If you love being outdoors, look into
organizations and community events to clear
and build trails. Love your business? Consider
mentoring a college student interested in your
field. Passionate about a cause? Volunteer at
fundraisers for the organizations you believe in.
Whether you’re able to provide 2 hours a week
or 2 hours a quarter, it makes a difference. The
organizations will be grateful for your time and
talent, you gain connections and have fun, and
you building your community in the process.
Share your comment this article on my blog!

My friend Tim got a 10weekold puppy
at Thanksgiving and he asked what to
do. My advice? Set the puppy up for
success. Train her early that the crate is
a safe and happy place, not a place for
seclusion or punishment. Take her
outside to do her business every two
hours and right after eating, to prevent
accidents, which also sets her up for
success. Don’t let a puppy do what you
don’t want the fullgrown dog to do, such
as jump on the good couch or nibble on
skin. Guide her into good behavior.
Chewing on a shoe? Substitute a
yummy rawhide. Get into a puppy
training class right away, so she learns
that she has to behave at home and
while out and around other dogs and
people. Welltrained dogs understand
expectations and lead happier lives.
Thank You for Reading

Please feel free to
contact me. I'd love
to hear from you!

Would you like to use any of these articles in your newsletter or website? You can, as long as you include this at the end: With
over twenty years of leadership experience and a diverse background leading teams in the U.S. and abroad, Dr. Mary Kelly
makes leadership a reality for all levels of an organization. Register for her free newsletters at www.ProductiveLeaders.com
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